Summary of Changes to the 7/16/15
Oregon Practitioner Credentialing and Recredentialing Applications
Approved on 4/26/17

This document summarizes changes to the 7/16/15 Oregon Practitioner Credentialing and Recredentialing Applications as recommended by the Advisory Committee on Physician Credentialing Information and approved by the Oregon Health Authority director on 4/26/17.

Oregon Practitioner Credentialing Application (OPCA):

Page 1:
- Modified the sixth bullet in Section I. Instructions to include language about practitioner type, so it reads: If a section does not apply to you or your practitioner type, please check the “Does Not Apply” box at the top of the section.

Page 3:
- Modified the title of Section VI to be Practice and Employment Information.

Page 4:
- Added a field for Month / year of start to Section VIII. Undergraduate Education.
- Added a field for Month / year of start to Section IX. Graduate Education.
- Added the words and Street Address to each box that includes “School Name” in Section VIII. Undergraduate Education, Section IX. Graduate Education, and Section X. Medical/Professional Education.

Page 6:
- Changed the Individual NPI Number question to Entity type 1 (individual) NPI number in Section XIV. Health Care Licensure, Registrations, Certificates & ID Numbers.

Page 7:
- Added fields for Professional Liability Carrier to each of the Current and Previous Affiliations entries in Section XVI. Hospital and Other Health Care Facility Affiliations.

Page 10:
- Added fields for Contact’s email address, if available to each professional liability insurance carrier entry in Section XX. Professional Liability Insurance.

Page 11:
- Changed Question G in Section XXI. Attestation Questions from Have you ever voluntarily or involuntarily left or been discharged from medical school or subsequent training programs? to Have you ever voluntarily or involuntarily left or been discharged from the education program leading to your current licensure or any subsequent training program?
Oregon Practitioner Recredentialing Application (OPRA):

Page 1:
- Modified the sixth bullet in Section I. Instructions to include language about practitioner type, so it reads: *If a section does not apply to you or your practitioner type, please check the “Does Not Apply” box at the top of the section.*

Page 3:
- Modified the title of Section VI to be *Practice and Employment Information.*

Page 4
- Changed the *Individual NPI number* question to *Entity type 1 (Individual) NPI number* in Section X. Health Care Licensure, Registrations, Certificates and ID Numbers.

Page 5
- Added fields for *Professional Liability Carrier* to each of the Affiliations in the Past Three (3) Years entries in Section XII. Hospital and Other Health Care Facility Affiliations.

Page 8
- Added fields for *Contact’s email address, if available* to each professional liability insurance carrier entry in Section XV. Professional Liability Insurance.

Page 9
- Changed Question G in Section XVI. Attestation Questions from *In the past three (3) years, have you ever voluntarily or involuntarily left or been discharged from medical school or subsequent training programs?* to *In the past three (3) years, have you ever voluntarily or involuntarily left or been discharged from the education program leading to your current licensure or any subsequent training programs?*

Professional Liability Action Detail attachment
- Changed the name of this attachment that accompanies the OPRA from *Attachment A* to *Attachment B* to differentiate from the version that accompanies the OPCA.

Glossary:
- Removed entries for *OMB* and *AANE*.
- Modified Glossary entry for *NPI* to include definitions of *Entity Type 1 (Individual)* and *Entity Type 2 (Organization) NPI providers.*

For reference, the 7/16/15 versions of the forms can be found at the following links: